In preparation for the evolution of the definition of the VLBI-based International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF), various elements of the analysis strategy are investigated, such as reference source selection and the impact of the status of the terrestrial reference frame in the data analysis model. We conclude that including the determination of both the celestial and the terrestrial reference frames in the analysis does not affect the quality of the celestial reference frame. The determination of precession and nutation components is not affected by the status of the terrestrial reference frame but it is affected by the selection of reference radio sources. Extending an earlier study, three lists of reference sources based on progressively larger tolerances are proposed. They include 181, 225 and 247 objects, respectively.
Introduction
The International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) was derived by Ma et al. (1998) from the VLBI observation of extragalactic radio sources acquired until the middle of 1995. Two successive extensions have been issued since then (Fey et al. 2004) , which kept the core of the ICRF computation unchanged and provided updated or new coordinates for some of the radio sources. The general improvements in VLBI technology, development of the observing network, and extension of the set of observed objects that took place in operational VLBI, all brought the astrometric results to the precision embodied in the current ICRF towards the end of the first decade of operation. Starting about 1990, the individual time-series of source coordinates stabilized (Gontier et al. 2003) .
Several studies have shown that this progress in data quality and in the understanding of the behaviour of the radio sources would justify revisiting the ICRF calculation procedures. In a study of individual source motions, Feissel-Vernier (2003, referred to as MFV in the rest of the paper) devised a stability selection scheme that pinpointed 163 well observed sources that are highly unstable or drifting in the 1990-2002 time frame. Conversely, a set of 199 well-observed and stable sources was identified. Another set of 358 sources was observed too sparsely in this time frame for a statistical evaluation of their stability. Using the stable sources in the definition of the axes of a celestial reference frame was shown to lower the medium-term instability of the celestial reference frame from 28 to 6 µas when compared to the ICRF. Background information on this selection process is given by Feissel-Vernier (2006) . It was shown that VLBI results based on this source selection are more consistent than those obtained in the conventional manner (Dehant et al. 2003; Gontier & Feissel-Vernier 2003; Arias & Bouquillon 2004;  Feissel-Vernier et al. 2005) . In summary, the core of stable sources allows a better match of various celestial reference frames, each of which is attached to the ICRF in a slightly different manner. Orienting the celestial frame using the stable sources improves the precision of the source positions by 10 to 30% when compared to the conventional use of the ICRF defining sources. In addition, the set of selected sources influences the determination of precession and the principal term of nutation at the level of tens of microarcseconds (µas), i.e. comparable to the level of the geophysical modelling uncertainties. The derived time-series of pole coordinates and universal time are stabler when the unstable sources are not included in the reference frame.
Since the publication of the initial ICRF, additional, albeit incomplete, observations of the radio sources have been carried out by the International VLBI Service for geodesy and astrometry (IVS), extending by a large amount the good quality data available. Beginning in early 2004 a systematic observing program for stable and potentially stable sources was begun using some of the regularly scheduled geodetic sessions. The goal is to observe each such source, as well as all ICRF defining sources, at least once every six months. A separate astrometric observing program for the southern hemisphere has been in place for several years. Figures 1-4 show the observational histories of the ICRF defining sources, of the stable and unstable sources according to the MFV study, and of the remaining, sparsely observed sources, respectively. Each dot represents a session in which a source with a given declination was observed.
In Sect. 2, we recall the principles of the MFV selection scheme and we study its performance over the pre-1995 data that were available to the authors of the ICRF. In Sect. 3 we identify a set of additional stable sources and the sparsely observed sources that could be expected to be stable. In Sect. 4 we discuss the impact of the analysis strategy concerning the station coordinates on the celestial reference frame consistency and the derived precession and nutation parameters. Finally we summarise in Sect. 5 the arguments in favour of new analysis conditions when the ICRF is revised. Feissel-Vernier (2003) mentioned the relatively poor correlation of the results of her statistical selection of unstable and stable sources with the ICRF quality indices: defining/candidate/other categories and source structure index. To get a clearer view of the respective performances of the ICRF classification and of the MFV stability-instability recognition scheme, the same process was applied to the series of source coordinates over the time frame that was available to the ICRF authors, i.e. 1980 ICRF authors, i.e. -1995 Among the 151 sources with sufficient data for analysis, 65 were found stable. The comparison of source qualifiers is shown graphically in Fig. 5 for the 143 common sources that were observed enough over the two time frames 1980-1995 and 1990-2002 . These include 43 defining sources, 42 candidates, and 58 other. The sources appear in clusters corresponding to stable sources (bottom and left), drifting or highly unstable in one coordinate (centre) or in both coordinates (up and right). The ICRF status is also shown: defining sources by stars, candidate sources by triangles, and other sources by diamonds. If the results of the stability recognition scheme applied in the two time frames were the same, the clusters would be aligned on the diagonal of the frame. While this is the case for those sources that are found stable in both time frames, a remarkable result is that many sources that are found stable in the recent data (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) are found to be unstable in the earlier ones (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) . Those include defining sources as well as candidates or other sources.
Investigation of the radio source stability
If the MFV stability test had be applied at the time of the ICRF publication, many sources considered then as not known well enough to be used for defining the direction of the ICRF axes would have been selected, and conversely a number of defining sources would not have received this status.
Extending the list of stable sources
The MFV stability detection scheme is based on relatively strict thresholds, concerning in particular the amount of observations available. A selection scheme based on less complete statistics, described in Sect. 3.1, allows us to identify 22 sources that are likely to be stable. Section 3.3 presents a "second generation" detection of stable sources, based on a slightly modified scheme.
Further investigation of the sparsely observed sources
The MFV stability detection is based on time-series statistics of yearly averaged source coordinates. It has therefore the limitation of requiring a time-density of observation. Over the 1990-2002 time span, 358 sources, i.e. about half of the total, were considered too sparsely observed to be submitted to the scheme. In order to learn more about their possible stability, a simplified selection scheme was applied to those sources. For sources observed in more than 3 sessions over more than 2 years, we assume that a standard deviation of the weighted mean position smaller than 0.5 mas in both α cosδ and δ and a linear drift smaller than 50 µas/year in both α cosδ and δ are an indication that the source might be stable. We thus select a set of 22 additional sources.
Second generation stable sources
The MFV scheme was applied to the time-series of source coordinates that were derived taking subsets of the ICRF defining sources as the background reference. As a sizeable part of those were detected as unstable, one could not rule out the possibility that the intrinsic instability of the set of reference sources create spurious instabilities in the sources under study. A slightly modified scheme was therefore applied to the time-series of source coordinates derived from a global analysis where the original 199 stable sources were held fixed relative to the ICRF through a no-net-rotation (NNR) condition, using the CALC-SOLVE software package. An additional rejection condition was introduced: apparent drifts in α cosδ or δ larger than 10 µas/year, at a 5-σ significance. A set of 44 sources were detected as stable. In this process, the following nine sources were rejected by the additional instability condition: 0014+813, 0248+430, 0722+145, 0859+470, 0923+392 (4C 39.25), 0955+476, 2007+777, 2029+121, 2121+053. The source names used here are the IERS (2004) source designations based on the B1950 coordinates. The correspondence with names used by the IVS are given in brackets.
When the additional instability condition is applied to the time-series used by Feissel-Vernier (2003) , the following 18 sources are found to be unstable. 0059+581, 0202+149, 0229+131, 0234+285, 0602+673, 0738+313, 0745+241, 0749+540, 1045-188, 1053+704, 1404+286 (OQ208), 1502+106, 1606+106, 1611+343, 1638+398 (NRAO512), 1642+690, 1726+455, 1738+476. This modified scheme reduces the original set of 199 stable sources to only 181.
Enhanced set of stable sources
The extension and revision of the original Feissel-Vernier (2003) source selection may be summarised as follows. -Adding the exclusion of sources with apparent drifts in α cosδ or δ larger than 10 µas/year with a 5-σ significance level to the MFV stability scheme, and applying it to the data used by Feissel-Vernier (2003) 3. ">" left of the value means that the latter is a lower limit. 4. "*" indicates that the reported value is the flux at 11 cm, rather than 15 cm.
Structure index at X-band (X) and S-band (S)
. This index (Fey & Charlot 2000) qualifies the level of position disturbance expected as a result of the the source structure (1 for the least disturbed, 4 for the most disturbed). 6. Category of stability detection step. 1: MFV2003 stable sources with an additional rejection condition (181 objects); 2: simplified selection scheme for sparsely observed sources (22 objects); 3: stable sources against the MFV2003 stable sources background, using the additional rejection condition (44 objects).
Information for notes 1 and 5 is taken from Fey et al. (2004) . Information for notes 2, 3, and 4 is taken from ICRS-PC (2004).
Sensitivity of the celestial reference frame to the terrestrial reference frame status in the data analysis
The analysis strategy for deriving a celestial reference frame from multi-year VLBI observations includes a number of choices. We consider here the choice that has to be made concerning the definition of the celestial and terrestrial reference frames and their connection in time. Two different approaches are used, as follows.
-In the derivation of the ICRF and its extensions, the so-called CRF approach was used, namely the station positions are set as arc parameters; i.e., they are estimated independently for each observing session. Polar motion and universal time are not estimated but nutation corrections (celestial pole offsets) are obtained. This strategy was chosen in order to free We investigated this possible contamination using test solutions based on the 1980.0-2002.7 data, described in Table 2 . The results considered are the celestial reference frames on the one hand, and the time-series of celestial pole offsets on the other hand. Data analysis was performed with the CALC-SOLVE software package.
Impact on the orientation of the celestial reference frame
In order to test the possible perturbation of the orientation of the celestial reference frame due to considering a global terrestrial frame, i.e. one set of station positions and velocities, we computed the relative orientations of pairs of celestial frames obtained with the same source categorisation, using either the TRF or the CRF approach. The relative orientation of two celestial reference frames is modelled by three rotation angles A 1 , A 2 , A 3 around the axes of the equatorial coordinate system. These angles are estimated using Eqs. (1) and (2), where α, δ are the source coordinates and ∆α, ∆δ are the differences of coordinates in the two frames:
The dz parameter is a fictitious declination bias that reflects systematic differences in declination that may be caused, e.g., by inaccuracy of the tropospheric propagation correction for sources observed at low elevations. This is often the case for sources in the equatorial region, as a result of the terrestrial network geometry. In the pre-ICRF celestial frames, significant values of dz were found when comparing solutions obtained by different analysts. However, McMillan & Ma (1997) showed that adding the so-called gradient parameter in the modelling of the tropospheric delay minimises this defect. The gradient parametrisation is now commonly used in VLBI analysis. Although the dz parameter is expected to be negligible, it is still written in the model to satisfy the requirements of the least-square estimation. This offers an additional quality check.
The relative angles between pairs of celestial reference frames are given in Table 3 , for the two pairs of celestial frames described in Table 2 . In the case of the conventional source selection (cn7 and cn8), the inconsistency of the axes definition between the TRF and CRF approaches is smaller than 7 µas, which is well below the published accuracy of the ICRF axes 0.7 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.6 -2.3 ± 0.6 0.5 ± 0.9 Reference: Defining sources cn7-cn8 -6.9 ± 1.0 6.6 ± 1.0 1.7 ± 1.4 -4.2 ± 1.4
(20 µas). In the case of the selection of stable sources (cne and cnh), it is even smaller (less than 3 µas).
Impact on the precision of the celestial reference frame
To evaluate the impact of the TRF approach on the precision of the source positions, we compare them with two independent celestial frames available at the IERS/ICRS Product Center (ICRS-PC 2003) , one provided by the IAA (St Petersburg) and the other by BKG (Leipzig). Note that the cne and cnh frames of Table 2 were aligned onto the ICRS axes using a no-net-rotation condition based on the 199 stable sources, while for cn7, cn8 and the two independent frames, the NNR condition was based on the 212 ICRF defining sources. The analysis strategy used to derive the independent celestial reference frames follows the TRF approach. In each comparison, the two frames are rotated to common axes in a least-square adjustment of Eqs. (1) and (2) applied to the 206 sources that are common to the six reference frames. These are by definition global sources. As in the construction of two of the compared frames, cne and cnh , the unstable sources were Arc sources. There are no unstable sources in the common list. About 2/3 of the common sources belong to the stable category, the other 1/3 being sparsely observed.
The variances of the post fit ∆α cos δ and ∆δ residuals are computed. In this process, the estimated parameters A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , and dz absorb systematic differences that can be expected from the construction schemes of the compared reference frames. The variance of the residuals is a measure of the residual differences.
The three-cornered-hat method is then applied to these variances. This method allows estimation of the variance of the noises of three or more sets of measurements of the same quantities, here the source right ascensions and declinations, under the assumption that the errors are independent in the compared data sets. Considering the variances of the differences between two data sets i and j, one can write
If three reference frames are considered, one gets three sets of the above equations, that can be solved to obtain the individual residual variances var(α k cos α) and var(δ k ) for k = 1, 3. If more than three data sets with independent errors are available, the individual residual variances can be estimated by means of a statistical algorithm, e.g. by least-square or L1 Norm estimation. Table 4 gives the individual standard deviations thus derived for the reference frames of Table 2 . The direct comparison of the four frames under study was indeed not used in this process, as their errors cannot be assumed to be independent. The robustness of the estimations was tested by associating and analysing the data in various ways. The results remain stable within 2 µas. In the case of the conventional source selection, as well as in that of the selection of stable sources, we conclude from the values of Table 4 that the precision of the selected source positions is better that 30 µas and that the impact of the TRF status in the data analysis is smaller than 10% of this value.
Impact on the derived precession and nutation
The computation of the test celestial frames included the estimation of the celestial pole offsets ∆ψ and ∆ for each session, considering only the global sources. These time-series were compared to the prediction of the IAU2000 nutation model. Note that the latter was obtained by Mathews et al. (2002) starting from an analysis of VLBI observations where all sources were considered global, a source selection scheme analogous to that leading to celestial frame cn7, and using the TRF approach.
The comparison aims at showing the size of the differences of estimates of the low frequency components of the celestial pole motion. It is performed over the 1984.0-2002.7 time span. The parameters investigated are precession and obliquity rate corrections, and corrections to the 18.6-year nutation.
In addition, the amplitude and phase of a free core nutation (FCN) assumed constant over the time span are estimated. The consideration of this component does not influence the estimation of the lower frequency components, but it allows a more realistic estimation of the residual noise in the comparison.
The estimations of precession and obliquity rate corrections from the four data sets under study are listed in Table 5 . As already noted by Dehant et al. (2003) and Feissel-Vernier et al. (2005) , the impact of the source selection, i.e. cne vs. cn7 or cnh vs. cn8, is at the level of 40-50 µas/year in precession, while it is small for the obliquity rate. Compared to that effect, the impact of the terrestrial frame status, i.e. cne vs. cnh or cn7 vs. cn8 (2 µas), is barely significant.
The estimations of the 18.6-year nutation corrections are listed in Table 6 . The same remarks apply: while the impact of the source selection is quite large (up to 200 µas in ∆ψ), the impact of the terrestrial frame status (10-20 µas) is statistically insignificant. 
Impact on the residual noise in celestial frame orientation
Statistics of the residual noise in the comparisons of VLBI series of ∆ψ and ∆ with the IAU2000 model are shown in Table 7 .
Compared to the CRF-type solutions, the level of the residual noise of the TRF-type solutions is larger by less than 5%. We may therefore consider that the difference in treating the station coordinates does indeed only slightly affect the high frequency noise of the nutation determinations. Note that the marginally higher noise in the analyses where the coordinates of unstable sources are not arc parameters (cne and cnh) may reflect the fact that in these analyses, the FCN is found to be time-varying (Feissel-Vernier et al. 2005) , and thus consideration of a constant FCN over the data span is less appropriate.
Conclusion
The ICRF was defined on the basis of the pre-1995 astrogeodetic VLBI observations. Since then, the core of the defining sources was kept fixed in composition and coordinates, and the two subsequent updates were limited to improving non-defining source positions and extending the list of sources with coordinates referred to the original ICRF. The authors of these extensions (Fey et al. 2004 ) note some coordinate discrepancies with the original ICRF, but the decision to revise the whole ICRF has not been proposed to the IAU yet. The IAU decision would be based on various criteria, such as the expected accuracy gain, the impact on users, and possible inconveniences. A number of tests and computational experiments were performed to evaluate alternative components of analysis strategies applicable to a future revision of the ICRF. The studies cited in the introduction have all shown that with the situation of astrogeodetic VLBI observations to date it is advisable to define the celestial reference frame on the basis of the post-1989 observations, and to use selected stable sources for the definition of the axes and the realisation of the primary frame (source coordinates treated as global in the data analysis).
Using four test celestial reference frames, based on the 1980-2002 VLBI observations, and their 1984-2002 associated series of celestial pole offsets, obtained in parallel with different strategies, we have shown in addition that consideration of the global problem, i.e. the simultaneous analysis of the source position, station motion and Earth Orientation Parameters has no negative impact on the derived celestial frame or on precession and nutation measurements. Therefore we recommend that the next revision of the ICRF include the TRF approach in the analysis strategy. Note that the observations before 1990 represent less than 10% of the total available.
We conclude that the set of astro-geodetic VLBI observations accumulated since 1990 fulfils the conditions needed to provide the most precise celestial reference frame and, at the same time, to ensure the unification of the terrestrial and reference frames at the sub-millimetre level on the surface of the Earth. 
